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Would you like to empty your basket? It looks like you're running an older version of Internet Explorer. Our site does not support these old browsers as they do not house the technology that allows our site to be safe and secure. If you want to access our website, update your browser or download an alternative. Don't worry, you can adjust your order via the cart page before
leaving! Notice Covid-19: In light of our recent governments notification regarding the Covid-19 restrictions we would like to inform our customers that Insulation4less.co.uk is currently operating at normal capacity and will continue to do so during this Lockout. See our Covid-19 page for more updates. £11.10 Accessing our website tells us that you are happy to receive all our
cookies. However, you can change your cookie settings at any time. Learn more. The void created by a camped roof can be habitable by isolating itself along the ceiling field plane with rigid CELOTEX PIR insulation boards. This creates a hot and potentially habitable roof space in which water pipes and tanks no longer need to be insulated. When used on the roof structure as
insulating sarking, celotex insulation creates a hot roof structure and eliminates the thermal bridge in the beams, while the aluminum foil fronts, used in conjunction with engraved joints, provide an effective barrier to moisture vapor and air leakage. The use of a single continuous layer of insulation on the beams thus eliminates the risk of condensation and avoids the need for
ventilation of the beam space. Where very low U values are required, Celotex recommends a two-tier system in order to reduce the racking forces on the fasteners needed to correct counter-battens on beams. In this system, the first layer of insulation is applied as a complete layer on the beams. A second thinner layer is then embedded on the first layer, between the counter-
battens. Insulation between and on beams Where head space and beam depth are limited, celotex insulation can be installed between and over the beams. The void created by a camped roof can be habitable by isolating itself along the ceiling field plane with rigid CELOTEX PIR insulation boards. This creates a warm, potentially habitable space in which water pipes and tanks no
longer need to be insulated. Where head space and beam depth are limited, celotex insulation can be installed between and over the beams. If this two-layer solution is chosen, it is important that the thermal resistance of the inner layer (between the beams) is lower than that of the outer layer (on the beams). This reduces the risk of interstitial condensation between the insulation
layers. The risk of condensation also depends on the occupation and use of the building. Celotex recommends that a condensation risk analysis to determine the optimal solution for your project. Insulation between and under beams The void created by a camped roof can be habitable by along the roof field plane with rigid CELOTEX PIR insulation boards. This creates a hot and
potentially habitable roof space in which water pipes and tanks no longer need to be insulated. If the felt sarking is being used, a minimum ventilated air space of 50 mm should be provided between the felt and the cold side of the insulation in order to minimize the risk of condensation forming. This is known as ventilated construction. With some breathable membranes, the cold
side of the insulation can be placed in direct contact with the membrane (check with the membrane supplier prior to specification). However, the outer side of the membrane must be adjacent to an airspace to allow moisture vapor to escape to the outside of the building, which is known as an unventilated construction. Insulating interior partition walls and the interiors of the celotex
GA3000 external walls will significantly improve the thermal insulation of new and existing masonry walls, solid or cavities (masonry includes clay and calcium silicate bricks, concrete blocks, natural and reconstituted stone blocks) or wood walls of dwellings and buildings of similar occupation, type and condition. The walls of the new buildings must be designed and built according
to the relevant codes of practice, e.g. BS 5628-3. All walls should be in good repair condition, with no evidence of rain penetration, damp damage or frost. The surfaces of the masonry walls must be solid and free of loose material; large projections should be removed and holes filled and leveled. A wall lift may be required to establish the extent of any packaging that may be
required to ensure that the support battens provide a uniform plan for the plates to be secured. The installation of insulated dry coating systems requires careful detailing around doors and windows to achieve a satisfactory surface for finishing. In addition, all attempts should be made to minimize the risk of cold bridge in revelations and where heavy party walls are attached to the
outer wall. In new works, the construction should be designed to accommodate the thickness of the dry coating, especially in revelations, heads, sills and in relation to the height of the ceiling. On existing walls one should consider the lining of the revelations with a thinner layer of insulation and liner plate. Services can be incorporated into the void formed between insulation and
liner plates, making it unnecessary to chase the wall. Where services have a greater depth than emptiness, the wall should be pursued in preference to insulation. It is recommended that services that penetrate the insulation or any steam coating plate, e.g. light switches, power outlets, be kept to a minimum to limit the possible water vapor. When the system must be installed in
existing buildings, it should be realized that a small reduction in the size of the room will occur and that the permanent luminaires, for example, baths, will present difficulties The insulation of the steel framed wall the use of framed steel walls has been found mainly in the construction of commercial buildings. However, the recent growth of Modern Construction Methods (MMC) has
seen an increase in popularity from light steel framed buildings to commercial and residential developments. Off-site prefabrication of framed panels allows for quick and accurate construction on site. To minimize construction heat losses, rigid thermal insulation is placed on the outside of the structure as a continuous layer to eliminate the thermal bridge through the metal pins.
This is known as hot frame construction. The very low thermal conductivity of the Celotex Tuff-R GA3000 allows high insulation levels to be achieved with minimal overall thickness. Beam and floor block floor can be insulated by simply placing Celotex insulation boards on the floor before applying a screed or plate finish. The specification of insulation for ground floors is more
complex than that of walls or roofs. This is because heat flow mechanisms are affected by the ratio between areas and perimeters. With a beam and floor block, there is no choice but to install the insulation on the floor before scribble. The ventilated air space under any suspended floor can be very cold, so Celotex recommends the application of a continuous control membrane on
the top of the insulation, before screeding, to reduce the risk of condensation forming on the insulation/slab interface. This also prevents migration between council boards, thus avoiding cold bridges. Lady Lane Industrial Estate, Hadleigh, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP7 6BA Thermal Conductivity: 0.023W/mK Compressive Force: 140kPa Surface Flame Expansion: Class 1 Water Vapor
Resistance: 150MN.s/g.m 50mm Celotex GA4050 is a multipurpose insulation plate that provides solution to overcome the problem of localised thermal bridges. With a low emissivity, this plate was manufactured from resistant polyisocyanurate (PIR) using a perfect blend of certain blowing agents that acquire zero ozone depletion potential (zero ODP) and a low global warming
(GWP) impact. Celotex GA4050 is suitable for use in a number of applications, including roof, wall and floor systems. Note: It would also be known as GA3050 as of January 2018.APPLICATIONSPitched RoofsFlat RoofsSolid Masonry WallsTimber &amp; Steel Framed SystemsFLOORSFLOORSAEliminates thermal bridges,Available, in a standard plate size of 1200mm x
2400mm, Easy to cut and shape, has excellent dimensional stabilityReduced emissivity recording in front of the emissivity sheet giving better thermal insulation, high performance within cavity airspaces, provides reliable long-term energy savings for buildings, Zero ODP and low gwp and CE marking compliance BS EN 13165, CFC/HCFC free. CERTIFICATIONSOn Tuesday
according to the ISO 9001 quality management system and the ISO 14001 environmental management system.Achieves an A+ rating when compared to BRE Green Green 2008. Celotex_ga4000_product_datasheet.pdf This product is listed in the following categories and systems (click to show). This product is listed in the following categories and systems (click to hide). hide).
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